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In the course of our lives, we have all felt that certain places have special qualities that instill great feelings of power, serenity, spirituality, or a sense of connection to the universe, even to the cosmos. These special places are analogous to reservoirs containing an inexplicable force that renowned Russian-American artist Ilja and Emilia Kabakov call "cosmic energy." In all likelihood many more such places exist on Earth than we realize. During construction excavation of the Alderman Arts Center, where the Tufts University Art Gallery is located, cryptic drawings and vessel-like objects were reportedly discovered in the late 1990s, which suggest that this site may once have been used to capture and preserve cosmic energy. Could it do so again? If so, to what and why?

The Center of Cosmic Energy's communication with the Tufts University Art Gallery is driven by a mystical vision of a more harmonious, more creative future made possible by obtaining greater access to this "cosmic energy." We may no longer have to "simulate the universe" in a globalized world, as Tom Friedman proclaims in "The World is Flat." But we do need to be in the exact right place and in the right position (that is, 60 degrees) to become more creative, and hence more innovative (an insight from Friedman's overbooks). The Center of Cosmic Energy's bold research agenda persuasively argues that enhanced creativity is indeed the solution to many of the world's problems and that present data points within each of us can contribute to a better future.
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